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Abstract Numerous tephra dispersion and sedimentation models rely on some ab-
straction of the volcanic plume to simplify forecasts of tephra accumulation as a
function of the distance from the volcano. Here we present solutions to the com-
monly used advection–dispersion equation using a variety of source shapes: a point,
horizontal and vertical lines, and a circular disk. These may be related to some vol-
canic plume structure, such as a strong plume (vertical line), umbrella cloud (circular
disk), or co-ignimbrite plume (horizontal line), or can be used to build a more com-
plex plume structure such as a series of circular disks to represent a buoyant weak
plume. Basing parameters upon eruption data, we find that depositions for the hori-
zontal source shapes are very similar but differ from the vertical line source deposi-
tion. We also compare the deposition from a series of stacked circular disk sources of
increasing radius above the volcanic vent with that from a vertical line source.

Keywords Volcanic plume · Eruption column · Tephra · Volcanic hazard ·
Advection–dispersion

1 Introduction

Tephra fallout is one of the main hazards to communities located in volcanic regions.
During eruptions, tephra is carried upwards in plumes from heights of a few kilome-
ters to heights of tens of kilometers above the volcano vent, and this material settles
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through and is dispersed by the atmosphere. Within tens of kilometers of volcanic
vents, tephra accumulation can be sufficient to completely devastate property. Be-
yond this immediate region, tephra accumulation over areas of tens of thousands of
square kilometers may still result in significant social disruption and economic loss
(Bonadonna 2006).

Tephra sedimentation was first modeled by applying the advection–dispersion
equation to model accumulation, relying on a simplified, probabilistic treatment of
the volcanic plume ‘source term’ (Suzuki 1983). Subsequent authors have utilized
similar approaches (Hill et al. 1998; Connor et al. 2001; Bonadonna et al. 2005) and
have approximated the advection–dispersion equation using finite difference methods
(Armienti et al. 1988). All of these models rely on assumptions about the geometry
of the volcanic plume which lofts tephra into the atmosphere. Although a great range
of plume geometries are found in nature (Sparks et al. 1997), tephra sedimentation
models tend to rely on highly simplified geometries, such as a vertical line source, for
approximating volcanic plumes. Although complex plumes, such as those formed by
buoyant rise of tephra from advancing pyroclastic flows, are generally approximated
as a series of vertical line sources (Bonadonna et al. 2002), other geometries might
be more practical.

Here, we develop solutions to the advection–dispersion equation for a variety of
plume geometries. Our basic premise is that relatively simple geometric forms can
be used to model a wide variety of volcanic plume geometries. For example, sedi-
mentation from a co-ignimbrite cloud might be modeled as a series of horizontal line
sources projected vertically above the channelized flow path. Here, the total mass
would be distributed as a function of grainsize among these line sources. Similarly,
volcanic plumes that increase in radius as a function of height (Woods 1988) and
develop umbrella regions (Bursik et al. 1992; Bonadonna and Phillips 2003) might
be modeled as a series of horizontal circular source regions, of varying diameter
as a function of height. In the following we systematically develop the solutions
for different source geometries, then compare and contrast the resulting deposits
based on eruption parameters deduced for the 1992 eruption of Cerro Negro vol-
cano, Nicaragua (Connor and Connor 2006), and the 1875 eruption of Askja volcano,
Iceland (Sparks et al. 1981). Our purpose is to illustrate the possible effects on the
deposit of differing source shapes. Indeed other factors, such as particle sizes, also
affect deposit shapes. Solving the general inversion problem of the specific eruption
parameters causing a measured deposit is a very hard mathematical challenge, which
even with complete statistical data may prove to be unsolvable.

The advection–dispersion models only take account of lateral drift caused by the
wind, settling of the released particles and turbulence in the atmosphere. The accuracy
of predictions is restricted by simplifying assumptions about the wind velocity and
dispersion coefficients which represent the air turbulence. In practice, the precision
will also be constrained by the inherent variability between similar particle releases
due to turbulent dispersion. The models in this paper aim to recreate a typical event.
Such aspects of variability have been explored by Sweatman and Chatwin (1996).

The physical processes affecting the distribution of eruption materials are very
complicated and some simplification is necessary. The main features of our models
here are as follows. First, the ground surface is approximately horizontal—it is as-
sumed that the fluid flow is parallel to the surface and that variation of topography is
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not severe enough to influence the average transport mechanisms. Second, the wind
velocity is uniform and any given particle’s settling speed is constant. Turbulence
within the air flow is modeled as having a dominant characteristic length that is taken
to be uniform. As turbulence has a variety of scales, this length is a typical mean
value for the flow. Last, the material ejected by the volcano is released into the wind
at a certain height. Each particle quickly takes up a velocity which corresponds to the
wind speed laterally and the particle’s terminal speed (the ‘settling speed’) vertically
downwards.

The models considered here are further simplified in that the particle release is
taken to be instantaneous and the individual particles are taken to be the same size,
density, and shape. For the line sources, the linear particle density at release is as-
sumed to be uniform along the source. Likewise for the circular disk source, the areal
particle density at release is assumed to be uniform across the source. Despite their
simplicity, the models serve our purpose of illustrating the effect of source shape.
However, we may achieve a more accurate modeling of complicated initial plume
structures by the combination of models with different particle properties.

2 Analytical Solution for a Point Source

We use a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z), with x and y measuring position
on the ground relative to a fixed origin in the downwind and crosswind directions,
respectively, and with z measuring vertical height above the ground. The x-axis is
chosen to be aligned with the wind. The windspeed is U and hence the wind velocity
is u = (U,0,0). The atmosphere is assumed to be a homogeneous medium. For our
model, tephra particles are taken to be uniform in density, shape, and size. The mass
concentration within the atmosphere is denoted c(x, y, z, t).

Initially consider a point source. A cohort of tephra particles, with total mass Q, is
instantaneously released at time t = 0 at a height H above the point (X0, Y0) on the
ground. The mass concentration is then determined from the advection–dispersion
equation which is derived from conservation of mass
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where Dx,Dy,Dz are dispersion coefficients in the x (downwind), y (crosswind),
and z (vertical) directions, respectively. S is the particle settling speed. The initial
condition is c = 0 at t = 0− except at the release point (X0, Y0,H). The boundary
conditions are set so that sediment accumulates at z = 0. There is no dispersive flux
through the ground so ∂c/∂z = 0 at z = 0; also c → 0 as x → ±∞, y → ±∞, or
z → +∞.

The solution of (1) is
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Integrating the downward flux Sc + Dz∂c/∂z at z = 0 with respect to time (0 ≤
t < ∞) determines the deposit on the ground. The deposition (the mass deposited per
unit area of ground) is

f (x, y) =
∫ ∞
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The vertical dispersion Dz has been found to be very small at the height of 500
meters and above (Bonadonna et al. 1998; Hurst 1994); and so this parameter is often
equated to zero (Dz = 0). In this case, (2) reduces to the analytical expression

f (x, y) = QfP (x, y;X0, Y0,H)

= SQ
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√
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where we have explicitly indicated the parametric dependence of fP on the release
coordinates (X0, Y0,H ).

3 Solutions for Different Source Shapes

We reformulate the model for different source shapes to improve the description of
the volcanic plume. The shapes considered are horizontal and vertical lines, and a
circular disk. For every case the particle release is taken to be instantaneous and
uniform, i.e. uniform mass per unit length or per unit area. Using (3), we calculate
the deposit by integrating over each source shape. For the horizontal line we can
explicitly find the integral. For the other two cases we will calculate the integral
numerically. Note that for these results, we have taken Dz = 0.
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3.1 Solution for a Horizontal Line Source

Horizontal line sources may be able to be used to approximate volcanic plumes that
are blown strongly downwind at a height corresponding to a neutral buoyancy level.
Consider such a line source of length L at height H and lying alongwind, parallel to
the x-axis, on the interval X1 ≤ x ≤ X2 (where X2 −X1 = L), and y = Y0. The mass
Q is released uniformly from the line source, with a linear mass density of Q/L per
unit source length. In (3), we replace X0 with x′ and integrate x′ on [X1,X2], using
the mass density Q/L, to obtain the deposition (the mass deposit per unit area)
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3.2 Solution for a Vertical Line Source

The vertical line source is worth investigating because eruptions frequently eject ash
into a vertical eruption column, also known as a strong plume. Consider a vertical
line source parallel to the z-axis on the interval (H1 ≤ z ≤ H2). We take this line
source to have a uniform linear mass density Q/(H2 − H1). The deposition is given
by the integral

f (x, y) =
∫ H2

H1

Q

H2 − H1
fP (x, y;X0, Y0, h) dh.

We shall compute this numerically in our comparison of tephra fallout deposits.

3.3 Solution for a Circular Disk Source

Volcanic plumes, whether strong or bent-over types, most often have a circular shape
in their horizontal section. An entire volcanic plume might be modeled by stack-
ing a series of circular source regions of varying diameters above the volcanic vent.
Consider a horizontal circular disk source of radius R and center (X0, Y0,H). The
mass density of the source is areally uniform with value Q/(πR2) per unit area. The
deposition may be expressed as an integral in polar form

f (x, y) =
∫ R

r=0

∫ 2π

0

Q

πR2
fP (x, y;X0 + r cos θ,Y0 + r sin θ,H)r dr dθ,

where the polar coordinate system is centered on (X0, Y0) within the plane of the
disk. Again, the solution is computed numerically.
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Table 1 Parameters based upon eruption data: (a) Cerro Negro, 1992; (b) Askja, 1875

X0 Y0 H Q U S Dx Dy Dz

(a) 0 0 7500 m 2.5 × 1010 kg 10 ms−1 1 ms−1 800 m2s−1 800 m2s−1 0

(b) 0 0 26000 m 1.8 × 1012 kg 10 ms−1 1 ms−1 800 m2s−1 800 m2s−1 0

Fig. 1 Deposition (on a logarithmic scale) vs the square root of Isomass Area for point source, horizontal
and vertical line sources (1000 m long), and a circular disk source (R = 500 m) for both Cerro Negro and
Askja parameters

4 Comparison of Source Models

Here we have calculated tephra fallout depositions, f (kg/m2), using the two sets of
eruption parameters given in Table 1. Respectively, these are based on data from the
comparatively small 1992 eruption of Cerro Negro volcano, Nicaragua (Connor and
Connor 2006), and the comparatively large 1875 eruption of Askja volcano, Iceland
(Sparks et al. 1981). Note that, in accordance with the preceding sections, Dz = 0 and
the axes are orientated downwind, crosswind, and vertically. Additionally, the hori-
zontal dispersion has been taken to be isotropic; and so Dx = Dy . For both models
the windspeed (U ) is ten times the settling speed (S). In Fig. 1, we compare the de-
posits from different uniform source shapes with the same release height. Using the
standard approach (Pyle 1989), deposition is plotted on a logarithmic scale against
the square root of isomass area. For both sets of eruption parameters we show re-
sults for a point source, horizontal and vertical line sources of length 1000 m, and a
circular disk source of radius 500 m. In every case, the source shape is centered on
(X0, Y0,H). With both eruption parameter sets there is very little difference between
the circular disk source, the horizontal line source, and the point source. These have
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almost identical isomass areas for the same deposition contours. The vertical line
sources are more differentiated from the others having shallower slopes.

The similarity of the circular disk, horizontal line, and point sources is due to the
relative importance of dispersion. In these models, all the tephra particles are released
at the same height. As we have taken there to be no vertical dispersion, the particles
take the same time to fall to the ground and hence travel exactly the same distance
on the wind. Without dispersion, due to atmospheric turbulence, they would land un-
changed on the ground, as a circular disk, horizontal line, and point, respectively, with
the same horizontal spread as in the source (1000 m for the circular disk and hori-
zontal line). For any horizontal source shape, with zero vertical dispersion, the wind
has no direct effect on the shape of a deposit, it only affects its position. However, the
release height is sufficient that, during the fall to the ground, the spread by horizontal
dispersion significantly changes the initial shape. The resultant deposition isomass
contours on the ground are almost identical circles. The circular shape of these iso-
mass contours is due to the dispersion being equal in the downwind and crosswind
directions in our models. In contrast, even with the heavy influence of dispersion, the
vertical line source produces an elongated deposit because the particles at the top of
the source have further to fall than those at the base and so they travel further on the
wind. Without dispersion, this would lead to a linear deposit on the ground of length
10000 m. The dispersion here is not sufficiently large to eliminate this effect.

As a further illustration, we compare a stack of six horizontal circular disk sources
at discrete heights between H = 7000 m and H = 13000 m (Table 2), and a vertical
line source of length 6000 m spread over the same height interval. Both releases
are based on the Cerro Negro eruption (Table 1). The total mass for the stack of
circular disk sources is divided equally between the sources and, as before, within
each circular disk the areal mass density is uniform. In Fig. 2 the isomass contours
are shown for each release. Both parts of the figure have a similar elongated shape,
which, as discussed above, are due to the differing distances that particles from higher
and lower release points travel on the wind. Again dispersion during the fall of the
tephra has diminished the initial differences between the releases. The effect of using
circular sources in the stack rather than point sources has almost disappeared and the
most visible differences between these diagrams are due to the discreteness of the
circular source stack vertically. Had we used a continuous stack of disks (or one with
a much larger number of constituent disk sources), then the two deposits would have
appeared even more alike.

In the previous illustrations, the close agreement between the plume models is due
to the atmospheric dispersion terms dominating after a relatively brief particle fall
time. However, the input conditions which we have used in the source model were
fairly conservative. For example, channelized pyroclastic flows may extend over 10
km from the source vent and for large eruptions, such as 1991 Pinatubo, a circular
source region of radius over 20 km would be appropriate. For more extreme cases,

Table 2 Heights and radii of circular disk sources in the stack

H (m) 7500 8500 9500 10500 11500 12500

R (m) 50 100 200 300 400 500
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Fig. 2 Contours of deposition f (kg/m2) (a) source composed of a number circular disk sources at
different release heights (see text); (b) vertical line source 7000–13000 m

especially for eruptions which are large in extent or for models of isomass in the near-
vent region, the differences between the volcano source geometries may be more
significant. Figure 3 compares models based on the Askja data, but this time for
source geometries that are twenty times the extent of those used previously (a point
source, horizontal and vertical line sources of length 20 km, and a circular disk source
of radius 10 km). Although the vertical line source still differs from the other sources,
the most markedly, for this model there is a clear, if modest distinction between the
three horizontal source shapes.

In the previous illustration, the source size was much larger than in the earlier ex-
amples and as a result the source shape became more significant. If the tephra had a
higher settling speed it would have had a similar effect. The key relation in determin-
ing the importance of a source shape is the relative sizes of the tephra spread and the
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Fig. 3 Deposition (on a logarithmic scale) vs the square root of Isomass Area for point source, horizontal
and vertical line sources (20 km long), and a circular disk source (R = 10 km) for Askja parameters

source. For assessing different sources of the same shape this can be characterized
by an appropriate dimensionless parameter. For example consider the horizontal line
source. This has length L in the x (downwind) direction. The tephra spread, which
is due to horizontal dispersion, has a lengthscale

√
DxH/S in the x direction (as ap-

pears in the first denominator of the exponent for the point source deposition (3)).
The ratio of these, the dimensionless parameter

L√
DxH/S

, (4)

is a measure of the relative importance of the source shape and the dispersion. For
a point source (L → 0) this parameter is zero. For finite line sources aligned along-
wind, the closer this parameter is to zero the closer the deposition will appear to that
of a point source. For the two examples illustrated in Fig. 1, the values of this para-
meter are approximately 0.41 and 0.22, and the line source and point source results
look similar. In comparison, for Fig. 3, where the line and point source results are
distinct, the value of the parameter is about ten times larger at approximately 4.4. For
the circular disk there will be a parameter for each of the x and y directions: we could
use 2R/

√
DxH/S and 2R/

√
DyH/S, respectively. These are identical for our case

with horizontally isotropic dispersion. Other horizontal shapes could be handled in a
similar way. For vertically distributed shapes an approach of this kind would be much
more complicated as the tephra spends different periods of time in the air depending
upon its height and so has differing lengthscales of spread due to dispersion. A ver-
tical line source on the interval (H1 ≤ z ≤ H2) could perhaps be compared with a
horizontal line source of length U(H2 − H1)/S (the length of the vertical line source
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deposit without any dispersion). However, the value of
√

DxH/S differs between the
ends of the vertical line source as they are at different heights.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have compared the effect of different source shapes upon tephra de-
position. In our illustrations, we have found that the vertical scale of the plume is the
most important parameter regarding the source shape. Using a simple mathematical
model, we have calculated expressions for the deposition produced by a point source,
horizontal and vertical line sources, and a circular disk source. With parameters based
upon a relatively small eruption (Cerro Negro) and a relatively large eruption (Askja)
we have found that using a horizontally spread source on the scale of a kilometer
(circular disk or horizontal line) made very little difference to the final deposition as
compared with a point source. In contrast, a source which is spread vertically on the
same scale (vertical line) will differ, having a shallower slope on a mass deposition
versus isomass area diagram. We have also compared a series of stacked circular disk
sources with a vertical line source of a similar vertical spread. These models simi-
larly capture the elongation effect upon the deposit due to the wind and differ only
because of the discreteness of the circular sources vertically. However, as we have
indicated, the differences between horizontal source shapes may become more sig-
nificant for more extreme or special cases, such as when the initial eruption is very
large in extent.
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